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ABSTRACT
Dynamo theory suggests that there are two types of solar dynamo, namely the con-
ventional mean-field dynamo, which produces large- and small-scale magnetic fields
involved in the activity cycle and also the small-scale dynamo which produces a cycle
independent small-scale magnetic field. The relative contribution of the two mecha-
nisms to solar magnetism remains a matter of scientific debate, which includes the
opinion that the contribution of the small-scale dynamo is negligible. Here we con-
sider several tracers of magnetic activity that separate cycle-dependent contributions
to the background solar magnetic field from those that are independent of the cycle.
We call background fields the magnetic fields outside active regions and give further
development of this concept. The main message of our paper is that background fields
include two relative separate populations. The background fields with a strength up to
100 Mx cm−2 are very poorly correlated with the sunspot numbers and vary little with
the phase of the cycle. In contrast, stronger magnetic fields demonstrate pronounced
cyclic behavior. We discuss how this result can be included in the above mentioned
concepts of solar dynamo studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The solar magnetic activity cycle considered as a global phe-
nomenon is believed to be driven by a wave of large-scale
magnetic field propagating somewhere inside the solar con-
vective shell. In this context, the large-scale magnetic field
means a magnetic field of scale more or less comparable
with the solar radius. The solar dynamo, which is consid-
ered to be a physical process underlying the solar cycle, de-
scribes the generation and propagation of the activity wave
(which is known in this context as the dynamo wave) to
various levels of accuracy. Mean-field dynamo models iden-
tify the large-scale magnetic field with the mean magnetic
field obtained as a result of magnetic field averaging taken
over statistical ensembles of convective cells. It allows us
to obtain in various approximations closed equations for the
mean magnetic field and the mean velocity of the solar media
with coefficients parametrized by various quantities related
to small-scale characteristics of magnetic and velocity fields.
Historically such a model was suggested by E.Parker (1955).
The well-known Babcock-Leighton mechanism can also be
considered in the framework of mean-field dynamo models
with specific parametrization of dynamo driven parameters
(see e.g. Dikpati & Gilman, 2009). Contemporary mean-
field dynamo models include various physical processes (e.g.,
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Choudhuri et al., 1995; Kitiashvili & Kosovichev, 2011; Pipin
& Kosovichev, 2014; Karak et al., 2015). However these do
not involve small-scale magnetic fields in an explicit form.
Of course, the role of small-scale contributions is stressed
in the course of evaluation of the mean-field equations (e.g.,
Krause & Rädler, 1980). However this role becomes almost
invisible when making comparisons with observational data.

The problem of the participation of small-scale mag-
netic fields in the solar cycle has an additional important
aspect. The point now is that, apart from the large-scale
dynamo, which produces large-scale magnetic field together

with small-scale magnetic field, another dynamo mechanism,
the so-called small-scale dynamo, which produces small-
scale magnetic field only, may operate. Such a possibility
was first emphasized by Batchelor (1950), see details in Zel-
dovich et al. (1990).

Strictly speaking, separation of two mechanisms for
small-scale magnetic field generation is related to the linear
stage of dynamo process when action of magnetic force on
the flow can be neglected. Of course, magnetic field usually
plays a role as a governing factor for the flow. Dynamo ac-
tion becomes non-linear and two populations of small-scale
magnetic fields becomes not fully separated. Coexistence of
two populations of small-scale magnetic fields is still not
sufficiently addressed in dynamo studies, see, however, Sub-
ramanian (1998).

Modern progress in observational techniques gives us a



rich choice of possibilities to observe small-scale magnetic
structures at the solar surface, and it is natural to attempt
to understand them as a direct result of small-scale dynamo
action at or below the solar surface.

In particular, Sokoloff et al. (2015) suggested an obser-
vational test, based on statistics of sunspot groups that do
not follow the Hale polarity law, and this supports the view-
point that a small-scale dynamo is active somewhere in the
solar interior and gives a cycle-independent contribution to
surface tracers of the solar magnetic field.

Of course, this observational test is far from straightfor-
ward and the separation between cycle dependent and cycle
independent tracers of small-scale solar magnetic field ap-
pears an attractive aim. This is the aim of this paper. At
present, there are two databases formed of high-resolution
observations carried out with single-type instruments. These
are SOHO/MDI and SDO/HMI. Michelson Doppler Im-
ager (MDI) onboard the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
(SOHO) (Scherrer et al., 1995) continuously measured the
Doppler velocity, longitudinal magnetic field, and brightness
of the Sun for 15 years up to 12 April 2011. The enhanced
Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI: Scherrer et al.,
2012; Schou et al., 2012) onboard the Solar Dynamics Ob-
servatory (SDO: Pesnell, Thompson,and Chamberlin, 2012)
began making its routine observations on 30 April 2010. HMI
data include all MDI observables, but with much higher spa-
tial and temporal resolutions and better data quality. The
optical resolution of these instruments is comparable and is
1.17 arcsec and 0.91 arcsec for MDI and HMI, respectively.
At the same time, the size of pixels differs essentially. In full-
disc observations, it is 1.98 arcsec for MDI and almost four
times less (0.505 arcsec) for HMI. A careful pixel-by-pixel
comparison of the HMI and MDI signals was performed by
Liu et.al. (2012). The noise of a single measurement was 10.2
Mx cm−2 for the 45-second HMI magnetograms and 26.4
Mx cm−2 for the one-minute full-disk MDI magnetograms.
The averaging over longer intervals, naturally, somewhat de-
creases the noise level. The noise in the HMI and MDI line-
of-sight magnetic-field synoptic charts appears to be fairly
uniform over the entire map. The noise is 2.3 Mx cm−2 for
HMI charts and 5.0 Mx cm−2 for MDI charts. Besides that,
the line-of-sight magnetic signal inferred from the calibrated
MDI data is greater than that derived from the HMI data
by a factor of 1.40.

The analysis of Shibalova et al. (2017) confirms that
the distribution of the surface magnetic field is substan-
tially intermittent, and in this sense it supports the idea of
the small-scale solar dynamo action. As to the small-scale
magnetic field as independent component of the total so-
lar magnetic field, we believe that the situation here is more
delicate. Indeed, some quantities related to the fractal small-
scale magnetic field structure, in particular are almost cycle-
independent. The other quantity, the dependence of the field
strength on the space scale, demonstrates a cyclic behavior.
Perhaps, both excitation mechanisms, i.e. the mean-field and
small scale dynamos, are two extreme cases of a general dy-
namo process, which is active in a wide range of scales.

Our analysis of the cyclic variation of magnetic fields
of different strengths requires long-term uniform and ho-
mogeneous observations. Therefore, we will first discuss the
results based on MDI data and, then, carry out a similar
analysis of HMI data.

Comparative analysis of data obtained with various in-
struments is a natural stage of astronomical research; how-
ever it is coherent with the spirit of small-scale dynamo
studies as well. The point is that each instrument preforms
a specific averaging of physical quantities of interest, while
theoretical studies (e.g. Zeldovich et al., 1990) tell that the
averaged quantities of intermittent magnetic field may sub-
stantially depend on the particular type of averaging. Of
course, demonstration that a quantity was calculated from
the data obtained from various instruments is important in
this context.

2 CONCEPT OF BACKGROUND MAGNETIC
FIELD

The term ”background magnetic field” initially referred to
the solar magnetic field outside active regions containing
strong local fields. The wording implicitly implied that sta-
tistical properties of the background field depend weakly
on time and spatial coordinate, and the main problem was
thought to be the definition of the boundaries of the active
regions, which were traditionally identified with the 20 Mx
cm−2 isoline. Much the same meaning is associated with
”basal magnetic field” Stenflo (2012).

Modern progress in high resolution solar observations
demonstrates that the above informal understanding re-
quires substantial improvement. The point is that the mag-
netic field outside active regions can vary sharply on the
scale of 2′′ and below in magnitude, and even in sign. Fig-
ure 1a shows the longitudinal magnetic field of the Sun as
obtained from SOHO/MDI on November 27, 1999. The opti-
cal resolution of the telescope is 1.17′′, the pixel size is 1.98′′

(Schou et al., 2012). Figure 1b represents the absolute (i.e.,
unsigned) values of the longitudinal (line-of-sight) field. It
can be seen that the field is strongly variable both in sign
and in magnitude, depending on the spatial coordinates.

In order to quantify this sharp magnetic field variability
Ivanov & Obridko (2002); Obridko & Shelting (2011) intro-
duced the unipolarity index (IU), defined as the ratio of the
absolute value of the mean latitudinal magnetic field BL to
its mean absolute value:

IU = | < BL > |/ < |BL| > . (1)

For a strictly unipolar field, IU = 1.0, while in the regions
of mixed polarity, this value is close to zero.

For the magnetic field shown in Fig. 1a,b the unipolarity
index is given in panel Fig. 1c. It can be seen that its value
does not exceed 0.3 over most of the disc. The majority of
the flux of the small elements of the background field closes
in the immediate vicinity of the elements.

The flux of the background field is larger than that of
the local fields (i.e. the fields in sunspots/active regions).
The total magnetic flux of sunspots changes by a factor of
10-12 during an 11-year cycle, whereas the flux of the large-
scale fields changes by less than a factor 2, and the total
magnetic flux of sunspots does not exceed 11-14% of the
total magnetic flux of the Sun (Harvey, 1996).

Thus, a characteristic feature of the background fields
is their small spatial scale. Apparently, they form a special



Figure 1. Magnetic field of the Sun at a resolution of 2′′ as obtained from SOHO/MDI November 27, 1999: a - longitudinal field, b -
absolute value of the longitudinal field, c - unipolarity index. Magnetic field in Figs. 1a and 1b is given in units Mx cm−2. The white
areas in Fig. 1a are the areas where the flux in pixels is > 10 Mx cm−2.

population, which obeys its own specific laws of cyclic vari-
ation, and the background magnetic fields are the objects
with the lowest field values. However, specifying their char-
acteristics is quite a challenge because of their low intensity
and small characteristic dimensions.

3 BACKGROUND MAGNETIC-FIELD
INTENSITY VERSUS RESOLUTION

In this study we are going to determine the variation of
small-scale fields in the course of an activity cycle. Our
first task is to clarify how the background magnetic field
intensity scales with resolution. We use SOHO/MDI data
(http : //soi.stanford.edu//magnetic/index5.html) for 15
years from 1996 to 2010. So, the data covered the period
from the minimum between cycles 22 and 23 up to the be-
ginning of the rise phase of cycle 24. In each year, we chose
for investigation some periods of length not less than 27
days. The total number of the magnetograms analyzed was
393. On each day, one 30-second full-disc magnetogram of

the longitudinal field is used (usually it is the first of the
16 magnetograms obtained on a given day). MDI provides
a full-disc image in the field of view of 34× 34 arc min. The
image is based on a matrix of 1024× 1024 pixels. Thus, the
effective field of view of each pixel is 2”. The sensitivity of
the magnetograph is about 20 Mx cm−2 (Scherrer et al.,
1995).

The observed structure of the magnetic field is highly
dependent on the resolution. As the effective observational
window increases (the resolution decreases), the contribu-
tion of elements with mutually opposite signs is cancelled.
This can be simulated by numerical smoothing.

Pietarila Graham et al. (2009) and Stenflo (2011) show
that such a smoothing makes the mean field decrease as
D−k. Stenflo (2011) obtained k = 0.13, and Pietarila Gra-
ham et al. (2009) reported a somewhat larger value k = 0.26.
In any case, the values of k obtained are much smaller than
unity, which corresponds to the random noise distribution.
This means that the elements of the weak field do not arise
as a result of a random process, but reflect a process, which
can be compared with the small-scale dynamo. Shibalova et



Figure 2. Contributions of magnetic fields of different scales to
the total magnetic flux for each Carrington rotation. Magnetic
field is measured in Mx cm−2, magnetic flux is measured in Mx
(colour scale).

al. (2017) have shown that k changes from unity at the cycle
minimum to very small values at the maximum, thus reflect-
ing gradual changes in the contribution of small-scale fields
and active regions. The mean for a cycle is 0.30, which is
close to the value obtained by Pietarila Graham et al. (2009).

4 CONTRIBUTION OF MAGNETIC FIELDS
OF DIFFERENT INTENSITY TO THE
INTEGRAL MAGNETIC FLUX AS
INFERRED FROM SOHO/MDI DATA

Our next aim is to identify the relative contributions of
magnetic fields of different scales. We summed the abso-
lute values of the field in the range from 1 Mx cm−2 to
3000 Mx cm−2 or, in terms of the natural logarithm val-
ues, from 0 to 8. The summation was performed using a
step ∆ lnB = 0.1. Fig. 2 shows this distribution, which is
in fact a two-dimensional field spectrum. Fig. 2 represents
the magnetic flux for fields of different intensity B. For each
value of lnB in the range from 0.05 to 7.95, we found such
boundary values B1 and B2 that lnB1 = lnB − 0.05 and
lnB2 = lnB+0.05. Then, we calculated the sum of unsigned
flux values in all pixels where B ranges from B1 to B2. The
color scale shows the flux values in units 1020 Mx.

We see from Fig. 2 that the main contribution to the
magnetic flux comes from the range lnB = 3.5 (i.e., B ≈ 33
Mx cm−2) and that this contribution is almost time inde-
pendent. Of course this value is fairly close to the noise level
of the SOHO/MDI magnetograph (20 Mx cm−2, Sherrer et
al., 1995); however we note that the entire contribution to
the magnetic flux from the range of fields up to 100 Mx
cm−2 is almost time independent.

We note, however, a detail in the vicinity of the year
2000 where the contribution from fields stronger than 250
Mx cm−2 (250 Mx cm−2 corresponds to dB ≈ 5) increases
slightly. However it still remains much smaller than the con-
tribution of the 33 Mx cm−2 field.

Our next objective is to separate the contributions to
the small-scale field that are associated with sunspots and
those that are sunspot independent. To this end, we summed

the absolute field values for 393 days in cycle 23 (1996-2010)
in the pixels if those values did not exceed 33, 100, and
3000 Mx cm−2, and plotted this sum vs. the daily sunspot
numbers on the same observation days (Fig. 3). We see from
this figure that the contribution to the magnetic flux that
comes from weak magnetic fields (< 33 Mx cm−2 and < 100
Mx cm−2) is almost independent of the phase of the cycle. In
contrast, the contribution to the flux coming from fields that
do not exceed 3000 Mx cm−2 (that is the total flux)is clearly
connected with the phase of activity cycle. The contribution
of fields< 100 Mx cm−2 determines almost 100% of the total
magnetic flux at the minimum of the cycle (2008-2010) and
only about 50% at the maximum (2000-2002).

The relative areas occupied by the magnetic fields of
intensity < 100 Mx cm−2 are, respectively, 99.3% at the
minimum and 94.4% at the maximum of the cycle (see Fig.
3, right panel; to save space we do not give other plots of
this type). The mean intensity of the fields smaller than
33 Mx cm−2 is 15.9 Mx cm−2 in the intervals of very low
activity and 18 Mx cm−2 in the intervals of high activity.
The mean value of the fields smaller than 100 Mx cm−2 is
18 Mx cm−2 at times of both high and low activity. Stronger
fields correlate well with the sunspot numbers. Thus, we can
conclude that there are two populations of magnetic fields.
The weak fields of magnitude less than 33 Mx cm−2 and
100 Mx cm−2 apparently arise as a result of a small-scale
subsurface process, while the stronger fields are connected
with the cycle and are generated by the classical mean-field
solar dynamo.

Finally, we plot the accumulated flux as a function of a
certain limiting field B (Fig. 4). As above, the absolute val-
ues of the magnetic field are summarized, and we consider
the pixels only where the field is below a certain limit B.
Separate calculations are performed for the epochs of min-
imum (2008-2010, 115 full-disc magnetograms) and maxi-
mum (2000-2002, 81 full-disc magnetograms). As a result,
we find that there are specific relations for the epochs of the
minimum and maximum of the cycle. For fields of about 70
Mx cm−2, the accumulated flux curves are more or less in-
dependent on the cycle phase. In contrast, for stronger fields
(lnB > 4.25), the magnetic flux at the maximum is much
larger than at the minimum.

The total flux is strongly correlated with sunspot num-
bers; however this correlation is associated with a strength-
ening of the local magnetic field. The total flux at the point
SSN=0 is only 30-40% smaller than at the point SSN=200.
This gives a hint that there is a special mechanism, which
enhances the field and controls the fields of active regions
(i.e., the fields of sunspots and faculae). Although the fields
here are much stronger (from 40 Mx cm−2 up to 3000 Mx
cm−2), their contribution to the total flux is not large (30-
40%). These fields are extremely variable; they can change
by 10-30% over one or two days.

5 ANALYSIS OF HMI DATA

In this Section, we continue to analyze variations in the inte-
gral flux of magnetic fields of different strengths on the basis
of HMI data. The calculation method is the same as in the
previous Section. However, we had to make some changes to
the calculation method. With a relatively moderate resolu-
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Figure 3. Contributions to magnetic flux (in Mx) coming from magnetic fields which to not exceed the values of 33, 100 and 3000 Mx
cm−2, respectively, versus sunspot number on the same day (SSN daily), (left panel), and versus time (middle panel). Data are shown
by points and the corresponding trends are given by solid lines. The right panel shows the relative area of the disc occupied by magnetic
field weaker than 100 Mx cm−2 and weaker than 33 Mx cm−2 versus time. Vertical red and blue arrows at the middle panel indicates
epochs of solar activity minimum and maximum correspondingly.
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Figure 4. Accumulated magnetic flux (Mx) versus the fields be-
low the limiting value B for solar maximum (solid line) and solar
minimum (dashed line).

tion of MDI and a high noise level, we calculated the total
flux of the magnetic-field longitudinal component from the
entire disk and its variation with the phase of the cycle.
Now, with a much higher resolution of HMI and a signifi-
cantly lower noise level (See Liu et al., 2012), we are going
to study more subtle effects associated with the variation
of very weak fields. However, in this case it is necessary to
take into account that the use of the longitudinal component
alone in the analysis of small scales and weak fields may in-
troduce additional errors. Therefore, we have imposed some
additional restrictions. The main differences are as follows:

A) The calculations were performed for all days of ob-
servation without gaps (i.e., 2226 days). The data were then
averaged over 30 days. This makes the time resolution of the
new figures more uniform.

B) The flux was not calculated over the entire disk, but
only over a central circle of radius R < 0.7R⊙ (i.e., the
position angle was θ < 45◦).

C) All data were divided by cos θ to decrease the pos-
sible projection effect.

D) A correction was introduced for the change of di-
ameter of the visible solar disk due to the Earth’s orbital
motion.

E) The flux values are given in units 1022 Mx.

Figure 5 illustrates the calculation results in the same
format as Figure 3.

One can see that HMI observations reveal the same type
of dependence of the magnetic fields on the phase of cycle
and sunspot numbers as MDI data. As before, the depen-
dence is poorly pronounced for the fields of strength smaller
than 100 Mx cm−2 and is almost absent for the fields smaller
than 33 Mx cm−2. As in the case of MDI data, the fields
smaller than 33 Mx cm−2 and smaller than 100 Mx cm−2

occupy the majority of the disc area.
There is one more interesting feature in the figure. The

total flux has a boundary defined by the number of sunspots.
For each sunspot number it is possible to specify the mini-
mum flux value. It is hard to say whether this is a physical
limitation, or is simply an artefact of the observation and
analysis procedure.

6 CYCLIC VARIATION OF WEAK FIELDS

As mentioned above, the cyclic variation of weak fields is
poorly pronounced. Strictly speaking, it is necessary to take
into account the possible impact of the magnetograph noise,
which, naturally, does not change with the phase of the cycle.
Although the noise of a single HMI measurement is 10.2 Mx
cm−2, i.e., is far from the boundary value of 100 Mx cm−2,
it may nevertheless affect the estimate of the flux of fields
smaller than 33 Mx cm−2. This is hardly seen in Fig. 5 where
the flux values are given in one and the same scale.

Our calculations show, that the total magnetic flux and
the flux < 100 Mx cm−2 change in a similar way and dis-
play a high correlation. However, the the maximum of the
total flux is 2.1 times the minimum of the total flux and the
maximum flux for fields < 100 Mx cm−2 is 1.2 times larger
than the minimum for fields < 100 Mx cm−2. The flux of
fields < 33 Mx cm−2 is almost uncorrelated with the phase
of the cycle and increases toward the end of the observation
period only by 3%. Taking into account that the flux of fields
< 100 Mx cm−2 includes that of < 33 Mx cm−2, it can be
stated that the magnetic flux in the entire range of 33-100
Mx cm−2 also changes approximately by a factor of 2.

In Fig. 6 we plot our data selecting the appropriate
scale for every range. The cycle dependence of the magnetic
flux is evident even for weak fields. Note that the flux of
weak fields B < 33 Mx cm−2 is greater than the flux of
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Figure 5. Contributions to magnetic flux (in Mx) coming from magnetic fields, which to not exceed the values of 33, 100 and 3000
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Figure 6. Cyclic variation of fluxes with various strength limits (left B < 3000 Mx cm−2, middle 33 < B < 100 Mx cm−2, right B < 33
Mx cm−2). The fluxes are given in units 1022 mX.

moderate fields 33 < B < 100 Mx cm−2. Apparently this
is due to the fact that the area of weak fields is very large,
and the area variations may disguise intensity variations in
the particular pixels when the integral flux is calculated.
Therefore, it seems worth examining how the mean field
value in these ranges would change per pixel.

7 COLLECTIVE EFFECT IN THE
DISTRIBUTION OF WEAK FIELDS

Figure 7 shows the mean field values per pixel for the fields
less than 3, 10, 33, and 100 Mx cm−2. The fields less than
3 and 10 Mx cm−2 seem to be determined mainly by the
instrumental noise and are virtually not associated with the
cycle. A slight increase by the end of the time interval under
consideration may be an instrumental effect, but it may also
be due to a gradual increase in activity by that time. Begin-
ning with the fields < 33 Mx cm−2 the cycle dependence is
doubtless.

Thus, the dynamo mechanism works beginning with the
weakest fields close to the noise limit. However, the picture
is more complicated. Both the mean intensity per unit area
and the relative area occupied by the fields of different inten-
sities change in the course of a cycle. One process gradually
increases the mean field intensity with the approach to the
cycle maximum, while the other simultaneously changes the
relative area occupied by the fields of different intensities.
Therefore, the flux of the weak fields does not depend on

the phase of the cycle, but the intensity per unit area does
depend.

Figure 8 represents the mean magnetic field in isolated
(at least one adjacent pixel has the sign opposite to the pixel
under examination), simply non-isolated (all four adjacent
pixels have the same sign), and non-isolated25 (all 24 adja-
cent pixels have the same sign) pixels. One can see that the
isolated pixels have very weak field and, in general, behave
much like the noise features limited to 3 and 10 Mx cm−2

(Figures 7a and 7b). In the pixels surrounded by other pixels
of the same sign, the field increases dramatically and even
exceeds the mean disc field.

Figure 9 shows the relative area occupied by the pixels
of these three types on the disc. The relative area of the
isolated pixels is virtually independent of time. The pixels
surrounded by four pixels of the same sign form quite a
large population and (most significantly) actually coincide
with the solar activity curve. The pixels surrounded by 24
pixels of the same sign display approximately the same time
dependence, but they are somewhat less frequent.

Thus, the dynamo mechanism contains a mode that in-
creases the magnetic-field intensity per pixel in a group of
pixels of one sign.

8 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The main message of our paper is that background fields
include two relative separate populations. The background



Figure 7. The mean field per pixel in units Mx cm−2 for the fields (panels from left to right) less than 3, 10, 33, and 100 Mx cm−2.

Figure 8. The mean magnetic field in units Mx cm−2 in isolated (at least one adjacent pixel has the sign opposite to the pixel under
examination, panel a), simply non-isolated (all four adjacent pixels have the same sign, panel b), and non-isolated25 (all 24 adjacent
pixels have the same sign, panel c) pixels.

fields with a strength up to 100 Mx cm−2 are very poorly
correlated with the sunspot numbers and vary little with
the phase of the cycle. In contrast, stronger magnetic fields
demonstrate pronounced cyclic behavior.

Our main result agrees with a similar conclusion of Jin
& Wang (2011) obtained from Hinode observations. Using
the Hinode spectropolarimeter data, Buehler et al. (2013),
Jin & Wang (2015a) and Jin & Wang (2015b) demonstrated
that in the period from 2006 to 2015 the background mag-
netic field at the centre of the disc changed little. Later on,
this result was corroborated for a wider range of latitudes
(Lites et al., 2014). Kleint et al. (2010) and Bianda et al.
(2014) arrived at the same conclusion when analyzing the
Hanle effect for the period from 2007 to 2009.

All these facts apparently mean that the background
fields do not arise as a result of the diffusion of active regions,
but are the manifestation of a small-scale mechanism. So
far, it is unclear whether this is a real mechanism of field
generation (a kind of a small-scale dynamo) or it is purely
a result of small-scale turbulence.

The concept of the solar small-scale dynamo has been
advocated by many authors, e.g. Petrovay & Szakaly (1993),
Cattaneo (1999), Lin & Rimmele (1999), Khomenko et al.
(2003), Lites et al. (2008), Jin et al. (2009), Lites (2011), see
also Jin & Wang (2015a), Borrero et al. (2015) for reviews.
The small-scale dynamo as a mechanism of magnetic field
self-excitation does not depend on the large-scale dynamo,
which generates the global magnetic field of the solar cy-
cle. It looks plausible that this mechanism is determined by
twisting and compression of field lines under the influence
of turbulent processes. It is not clear whether this small-
scale dynamo is distributed throughout the convection zone
or is confined to the subsurface layers. More about the gen-
eral theoretical background for the above studies is given in
Sect. 1.

Thus, from the very beginning of the cycle, the entire
surface of the Sun is covered with weak fields of intensity
from 33 to 100 Mx cm−2. They yield the main contribution
to the integral flux both at the minimum and at the maxi-
mum of the cycle (Fig. 2). At the minimum, the accumulated
flux remains equal to that of fields 6 100 Mx cm−2, since
the fields > 100 Mx cm−2 are virtually absent (Fig.4). As
the cycle evolves, the area of relatively weak fields somewhat
decreases at the expense of sunspots with strong fields (Fig.
3c and Fig. 5c). However, even in relatively weak fields, the
dynamo continues to work, so that the field flux per pixel
somewhat increases (Figs. 7c and 7d) making up for the de-
crease in area. For the fields 6 33 Mx cm−2, the decrease
in area is fully compensated by the increase in mean flux
per pixel (partial flux), so that the integral flux for fields
6 33 Mx cm−2 changes by less than 3% and, in any case,
does not show any cycle dependence (Fig. 6c). For stronger
fields 6 100 Mx cm−2, the flux per pixel at the maximum
increases much more significantly; therefore, the cycle de-
pendence can be seen the integral (Fig.6b). However, since
the integral flux for the fields 6 33 Mx cm−2 (Fig 6c) is
much larger than for the fields 33 6 B 6 100 Mx cm−2,
the integral flux in the range of moderate fields B 6 100
Mx cm−2 varies during the cycle by only 15-20%. So, the
dynamo almost does not change the relative fraction of the
flux associated with moderate fields, making up for the de-
crease in relative area by an increase in magnetic flux per
pixel. At the maximum of the cycle, the flux in some pixels
sharply increases by tens of times. This is especially impor-
tant in cases where several pixels form a unipolar complex.
E.g., the partial flux per pixel in a group of 25 pixels of the
same polarity is larger than in isolated pixels by a factor of
40 (Fig. 8). As a result, the integral flux in such complexes,
i.e., in spots, becomes comparable with the flux in moder-



Figure 9. Relative area occupied by the pixels of three types on the disc (notation as in the previous figure).

ate fields, although their area does not exceed 2-3% (Figs.
3c and 5c).

Let us summarize our vision of solar dynamo in light of
observations under discussion. The crucial point is to what
extent we have to say that there are two solar dynamos
which generate two populations of solar magnetic field. In
our opinion, it depends on the viewpoint (our interpreta-
tion is coherent with ideas of Subramanian, 1998.) If we are
going to describe magnetic field in terms of mean quanti-
ties, i.e. mean magnetic field, correlation functions etc, we
have to say that there are two relatively independent exci-
tation mechanisms, i.e. cyclic mean-field dynamo and non-
cyclic small-scale dynamo. If we are going to describe dy-
namo in context of direct numerical simulations, we have
to deal with a unique process which produces two kinds of
magnetic field. This activities can be separated spatially or
may be attributed to different scales of spectrum. The sit-
uation can be compared with well-known corpuscular-wave
dualisms: γ-quantum looks more similar as a particle while
a radio-wave looks more as a wave while both are two sides
of a unique phenomenon.

The relation between the surface diffuse magnetic field
and surface magnetic features like sunspots does not directly
relate to the scope of tasks of the dynamo studies. Strictly
speaking, the dynamo is excited somewhere in the solar in-
terior, and it may happen in principle that small-scale mag-
netic fields do not penetrate to the surface of a spherical
dynamo active body. However it looks more than plausible
that magnetic field in the solar interior is already concen-
trated in magnetic ropes, and this fact is smoothed out in
mean-field description. This idea is strongly supported by
experiences from various numerical studies as well as theo-
retical understanding of the problem.
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